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Thermal properties of two composites prepared by using a polypropylene matrix filled with
aluminum (slightly oxidized) and copper fillers were investigated. For each of these fillers
two different particle sizes were used. We have shown an anomalous thermal behavior
when these metallic fillers are slightly oxidized, i.e. higher thermal transport is obtained for
PP/Al composites when using the largest particles. So, the PP/Al composites thermal
behavior is not consistent with the PP/Cu ones and with the literature results reported for
dielectric or conducting filler particles in a polymeric matrix. Thus, these PP/Al composites
exhibit higher thermal transport properties than the homopolymer matrix where as
electrical insulating properties of PP are preserved. This kind of composite structure might
be of great interest in some technological applications where both good electrical insulation
and high thermal conduction are required. C© 2005 Springer Science + Business Media, Inc.

1. Introduction
Polymer materials have been for long time used as
insulators because of their low thermal conductivity.
The interest for these materials arises from the fact
that it is possible to develop new materials and more
precisely polymer composites materials with proper-
ties adapted to specific applications. This study con-
cerns the thermal behavior of polymeric material filled
with metallic particles. In fact, the evolution of ther-
mal properties and more generally of most physical
properties depends on several factors: the shape of
the particles dispersed in the polymeric matrix, the
manufacturing process, the ratio between the prop-
erties of the two components, the filler particle size
and the filler matrix interactions [1–3]. Unfortunately,
the existent theoretical models are not able to pre-
dict correctly the thermal behavior of composite ma-
terial for all filler concentrations [2, 3]. In this pa-
per, we present the study of thermal properties of two
composites prepared by using a polypropylene (PP)
matrix filled with metallic particles. Our objective is
to show an anomalous thermal behavior when these
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metallic fillers are slightly oxidized. A periodic mea-
surement method was used to obtain the experimental
thermal conductivity and diffusivity of both composites
[4].

2. Experimental method
2.1. Filler distributions
Two different types of metallic fillers were used, alu-
minum (slightly oxidized) and copper. For each of them,
two filler particles sizes were used. In order to reach
high maximum packing fraction in the composite, it
is necessary to use particles with a large distribution
size. The granulometric parameters of all fillers were
obtained using a LS-230 (Beckman CoulterTM) device,
based on a light scattering method. The results are pre-
sented in Table I. The curves of the particle size distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 1. Subscripts a and b correspond
respectively to the smaller and higher filler sizes. We
can show from Fig. 1 that the particle size distribution
is contained within narrower limits for Cu(b) than for
the other filler particles.
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TABLE I Granulometric parameters of aluminum and copper
particles

Mean
diameter

Type (µm) φ10 (µm) φ25 (µm) φ50 (µm) φ75 (µm) φ90 (µm)

Aluminum powder
Al(a) 8 3.4 5.0 7.8 11.9 17.0
Al(b) 44 13.6 25.8 49.9 83.9 119.7

Copper powder
Cu(a) 23 9.2 15.3 24.6 37.5 53.5
Cu(b) 234 149.5 187.6 241.7 313.1 392.5

φi–i% of volume particles is smaller than φi dimension.

Figure 1 Differential distribution of aluminum and copper particle size.

2.2. Sample preparation
The composites were prepared by mixing pellets of
polypropylene (PP) provided by Finapro (7060)TM

with the metallic powders (aluminum or copper) in a
68 cm3 mixing chamber of a Rheomix mixer (Haake-
PolylabTM) at 180◦C, for 700 s and using a mixing
speed of 25 rpm. The polymer and the powder were
mixed until the stabilization of the torque was ob-
tained which indicates a good filler dispersion in the
matrix. Then, composite samples (square plates of
10 cm × 10 cm and 3 mm thickness) were obtained
by compression molding at 195◦C, under a pressure of
200 bars for 5 min. The dispersion of the filler in the
polymeric matrix is very important in this study because
we measure effective thermal conductivity and diffu-
sivity of composite samples. Consequently, the overall
morphology of composites was studied by SEM obser-
vations. The observed surfaces were obtained by break-
ing the samples at liquid nitrogen temperature. Fig. 2
displays the microstructure of a composite sample con-
taining 30% of Cu(b) and 10% of Al(b) volume fraction
in the polypropylene matrix. It can be clearly seen that
the copper and the aluminum particles are randomly
dispersed and surrounded by the polymeric matrix. We
can also see that the filler particles have different sizes
and are not perfectly spherical. The same observations
were done for the other filler concentrations.

2.3. Thermal properties measurements
The thermal conductivity and diffusivity of polymer
composite materials were determined with an original

method in only one measurement [4, 5]. These thermo-
physical parameters were obtained at room temperature
with their corresponding statistical confidence bounds.
Besides, this method has several advantages, such as its
simplicity, good sensitivity and short-time for a com-
plete characterization of polymer or polymer composite
material thermal parameters with the ability to perform
non-destructive probing [4, 5]. The sample under study
is fixed between two metallic plates (44 mm × 44 mm)
(Fig. 3). A good thermal exchange between the differ-
ent elements is insured by a high thermally conduc-
tive grease. The whole device is placed in a vacuum
chamber connected to a pumping system. The front
side of the first metallic plate is fixed to a thermoelec-
tric cooling device and is heated periodically using a
sum of five sinusoidal signals. The rear side of the sec-
ond metallic plate is in contact with gas at ambient
temperature and pressure lower than 10−5 mbar. The
temperature is measured with K -type thermocouples
that were placed inside both the front and rear metallic
plates. The experimental heat transfer function is then
calculated at each excitation frequency as the ratio be-
tween the Fourier-transformed temperatures of the front
and rear plates [4, 5]. Finally, a parameter estimation
technique (Levenberg–Marquardt method) is applied to
estimate simultaneously both thermal conductivity (k)
and diffusivity (a) [6].

3. Results
3.1. PP/Cu composites
The thermal conductivity values of PP/Cu compos-
ites and their associated uncertainties are presented in
Fig. 4 versus filler volume fraction. As expected, we
note an increase of thermal conductivity with increas-
ing filler volume fraction. At a given filler concentra-
tion, the composite filled with smaller copper parti-
cles (Cu(a)) has a higher thermal conductivity than the
one filled with the larger particles (Cu(b)). This dif-
ference is more significant at higher filler concentra-
tions. The same phenomenon is observed in Fig. 5
in the thermal diffusivity case. In Figs 4 and 5, the
lines plotted have to be considered only as guide-
lines for eye and do not correspond to any physical
model.

3.2. PP/Al composites
The thermal conductivity and diffusivity results of
PP/Al composites are also presented respectively in
Figs 4 and 5. We observe a non-linear raise of these
two thermal parameters when the filler concentration
increase. This increasing was foreseeable, because the
fillers have a higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity
than the polymeric matrix. However, for a given con-
centration, the composite filled with large particles has
a higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity than the
one filled with small particles. We note that the effect
of particle size on the thermal behavior is not the same
between both PP/Al and PP/Cu composites. Besides, as
expected, we show that for a given filler concentration
(Al and Cu) the composites filled with copper particles
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Figure 2 SEM micrograph for (a) 30% of Cu(b) and (b) 10% of Al(b) volume fraction in the Polypropylene matrix.

have a higher thermal conductivity than the ones filled
with aluminum, due to the higher thermal conductiv-
ity of copper (k = 387 Wm−1K−1) versus aluminum
(k = 237 Wm−1K−1).

4. Discussion
The thermal behavior of PP/Cu composites is in agree-
ment with literature works, which showed that the use
of small particles increases the thermal conductivity for
a given volume fraction [2, 7–9]. This phenomenon is
the same for both electrical conducting and insulating
fillers [2, 7–9]. This result is generally interpreted by
the higher probability of forming conductive chains of
fillers when small particles are used [2, 8]. However,
in PP/Al composite case, we note an opposite thermal
behavior than the literature and PP/Cu ones.

Electrical conductivity measurements (not shown
here) were done for Al fillers and the results con-
firmed that these particles are oxidized and are elec-
trical insulators contrarily to the copper ones. Never-
theless, the thermal behavior observed is not consis-
tent with the ones reported for dielectric fillers [2, 10].
This shows that there is no electron mode transport fol-
lowing conductive chains and that the heat transport
mode in the PP/Al composites is not mainly due to
electron transport along Al chains contrarily to PP/Cu
composites. This was confirmed by performing electri-
cal measurements. These measurements (not presented
here) showed that PP/Al composites were always elec-
trical insulators even for the higher filler volume frac-
tions. The principal heat transport mode in the PP/Al
case is due to the phonons mean free path. On the
other hand, the anomalous thermal behavior of PP/Al(b)
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Figure 3 Schematic view of the experimental set-up.

Figure 4 Thermal conductivity of PP/Al and PP/Cu composites.

Figure 5 Thermal diffusivity of PP/Al and PP/Cu composites.

composites might also be explained by the higher size
dispersion of this filler. Besides, the large filler par-
ticles have a higher proportion of aluminum than the
smaller ones due to the oxide layer which covers the

particles. This gives a higher heat transport ability to
the PP/Al(b) composite. Besides, in this case the heat
transfer may combine the contribution of phonon and
electron transport mode. It is likely that the contribu-
tion of electron transport plays a minor role: localized
inside the particle and stopped at the oxide layer sur-
rounding the particle. This layer prevents the continu-
ity of the electronic transport mode: the heat propaga-
tion between Al particles and between Al particle and
PP matrix is restricted to the phonons mean free path
[5].

Finally, we can also mention that this phonon mean
free path is lower in Al(a) particles than in the Al(b)
particles. This also may contribute to lower thermal
properties in the case of PP/Al(a) composites contrarily
to the PP/Al(b) ones.

5. Conclusion
The thermal conductivity and diffusivity measurements
of polypropylene filled with aluminum and copper pow-
ders were presented and analyzed. Two sizes of each
filler type were used in the sample composite process-
ing. The thermal conductivity and diffusivity of each
composite were studied upon filler volume concentra-
tions. We have highlighted the higher heat transport
ability of the smaller particles in the PP/Cu compos-
ite case. This result is foreseeable and in agreement
with the literature results. However, an anomalous be-
havior of thermal conductivity and diffusivity in PP/Al
composites was observed. This weird phenomenon was
explained by the partial oxidation of aluminum fillers
[5].

The PP/Al composites manufactured exhibit higher
thermal transport properties than the homopolymer ma-
trix whereas electrical insulating properties of PP are
preserved. This kind of composite structure might be of
great interest in some technological applications where
both good electrical insulation and high thermal con-
duction are required.
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